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Abstract—Botnets, which consist of remotely controlled compromised machines called bots, provide a distributed platform
for several threats against cyber world entities and enterprises.
Intrusion detection system (IDS) provides an efficient countermeasure against botnets. It continually monitors and analyzes
network traffic for potential vulnerabilities and possible existence
of active attacks. A payload-inspection-based IDS (PI-IDS) identifies active intrusion attempts by inspecting transmission control
protocol and user datagram protocol packet’s payload and comparing it with previously seen attacks signatures. However, the
PI-IDS abilities to detect intrusions might be incapacitated by
packet encryption. Traffic-based IDS (T-IDS) alleviates the shortcomings of PI-IDS, as it does not inspect packet payload;
however, it analyzes packet header to identify intrusions. As
the network’s traffic grows rapidly, not only the detection-rate
is critical, but also the efficiency and the scalability of IDS
become more significant. In this paper, we propose a stateof-the-art T-IDS built on a novel randomized data partitioned
learning model (RDPLM), relying on a compact network feature set and feature selection techniques, simplified subspacing
and a multiple randomized meta-learning technique. The proposed model has achieved 99.984% accuracy and 21.38 s training
time on a well-known benchmark botnet dataset. Experiment
results demonstrate that the proposed methodology outperforms other well-known machine-learning models used in the
same detection task, namely, sequential minimal optimization,
deep neural network, C4.5, reduced error pruning tree, and
randomTree.
Index Terms—Botnet intrusion detection, efficient learning,
ensembles, feature selection, machine-learning (ML).
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I. I NTRODUCTION
OWADAYS, despite the use of different security measures, such as firewalls and encryption algorithms, many
organizations and enterprises fall victims of different cyberattacks. Attackers might launch different types of attacks,
which vary on their effect, over the organizations and enterprises, from low to high significance. Attackers may deliberately exploit systems vulnerabilities in order to sneak into the
system and ultimately control it.
Botnet attack is known as one of the most severe cyberthreats, where a collection of computers are compromised and
remotely controlled by a controlling computer called botmaster [1]–[3]. Botnet often involves thousands of bots that are
spread over the Internet. Botmaster utilizes botnet by keeping
it under its control as long as possible. Botmaster might use
botnet for different purposes, such as launching distributed
cyber-attacks, e.g., distributed denial of service attack, and
performing distributed computation tasks. Intrusion detection
system (IDS) is considered as a reactive measure that enhances
existing network security by detecting, identifying, and tracking the intruders [4]. Many existing IDSs built for botnets are
rule-based, whose performances depend upon rule-sets defined
by experts [5], [6]. A rule-based botnet IDS identifies botnets
by examining network traffic and comparing it with a known
or previously seen botnet signatures, which normally encoded
by security expert [7]. However, due to the substantial increase
in network traffic, keeping these rules updated becomes
more and more difficult, tedious, and time-consuming [8].
Such dependency makes it inefficient toward novel forms of
botnets [9].
Machine-learning (ML) techniques could be used to automate botnet detection process. Knowledge-based intrusion
detection by ML techniques, where a learning system build
a model from previously known attack signatures, has recently
been an area of concentration in ML society [10]. The
adaptability, flexibility, and automated-learning ability of ML
models show significant advantages over rule-based IDSs.
However, the majority of ML models are performance-driven,
meaning that most nonparametric and model-free properties of ML-based approaches require high computational
cost to find an optimal model (i.e., the global optima).
Thus, designing a more accurate ML-based intrusion detection model will hence lead to a higher likelihood of slow
model update, and thus, preventing real-time detection, and
efficient use of energy, due to the increasing computational cost.
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An ideal IDS shall provide a full protection to users and networks with zero type II error rate [i.e., false-negative (FN)],
which refers to a failure of an IDS to detect an actual
attack [11], and adapt to the frequently changing network environments [8], [12]. With the recent emergence of large-scale
digitized network-traffic data (i.e., big data), the efficiency and
scalability of ML-based IDS is of critical importance [13]. Not
only the model accuracy and the detection-rate (DR) must be
considered when evaluating the performance of an IDS, but
also the computational complexity and efficiency.
In this paper, we examine network flow within a time
interval and extract feature sets that characterize the network
flow within that time interval. Feature sets are then used to
distinguish between botnet attack and normal network traffic.
This paper presents the design and development of botnet
detection methodology and solution to deal with large volumes
of network data. The contributions of this paper include.
1) Design of novel algorithms that detect botnet attacks
based on network-traffic flow characteristics at the transport layer level, regardless of the underlying layers
contents or payload. The proposed model outperforms
payload-inspection approach in terms of computational
time and immunity to encryption algorithms [14].
2) A novel data condensation method design and development. Toward this, we propose the following.
a) A modified forward selection ranking technique to
eliminate redundant and irrelevant features.
b) A data reduction technique that utilizes Voronoibased data partitioning to deal with the large-scale
botnet dataset.
3) Evaluation and comparisons of the proposed method. We
compare the proposed methods with several popular ML
models on well-known Information Security and Object
Technology (ISOT) botnet dataset theoretically and
experimentally, and they are as follows. ML algorithms:
multilayered deep neural network (DNN), reduced error
pruning tree (REPTree), randomTree (RTree), C4.5 decision tree (DT), and sequential minimal optimization (SMO). Feature selection algorithms such as correlation feature selection (CFS) and WrapperSubsetEval.
These are evaluated on Botnet benchmark-11Fs dataset
and their performance are measured by seven different
standard metrics.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II gives
the theoretical background of botnet and botnet detection techniques. Section III proposes novel randomized data partitioned
learning model (RDPLM). In Section IV, the performance of
the proposed model is compared with other existing detection models in terms of detection accuracy (Acc), detection
rate (DR), false alarm rate (FAR), Mathew’s correlation coefficient (Mcc), standard deviation of F-measure (σ ), time to
build model (TBM), and testing time (TT).
II. B OTNET D ETECTION T ECHNIQUES
Generally, botnet detection techniques can be classified into
four categories: 1) rule-based; 2) anomaly-based; 3) domain
name server (DNS)-based; and 4) data-mining-based [15].
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Snort, which is used by BotHunter [16], is a well-known open
source rule-based IDS [6]. Such method inspects the payload
of the transmission control protocol (TCP) or user datagram
protocol packets and compare it with known intrusion signatures. Although rule-based methods could be accurate and
efficient in identifying malicious activities, as the volume
of data grows, encoding attack’s rules becomes tedious and
time-consuming.
Anomaly-based methods define anomaly behavior as a deviation from normal network behavior. Unlike rule-based, it can
detect novel attacks. However, this method requires modeling
of pure normal network profile, which is not always easy to
achieve. Karasaridis et al. [17] proposed a novel methodology,
which employs scalable nonintrusive algorithm that analyzes
huge amount of summary traffic data of transport layer data to
detect, track, and characterize botnet on a large Tier-1 ISP network. Gu et al. [18] proposed an algorithm called Botsniffer
based on the observation that bots, within the same botnet,
show a very strong synchronization and spatial-temporal correlations in their responses and activities. Arshad et al. [19]
proposed a fully anomaly-based approach that requires no
a priori knowledge of bot signatures, command and control (C&C) servers’ addresses or botnet C&C protocols. This
method clusters bots with similar net flows and attacks in
different time windows and performs correlation to identify
infected hosts successfully.
DNS-based methods are built on the fact that bots need
to establish a connection with C&C server in order to
join the botnet channel and interact with botmaster or
other bots. This method is similar to anomaly-based, in
a sense that it detects botnet by monitoring the network
traffic on DNS server side and comparing it with normal
network profile [20]. Villamarin-Salmon and Brustoloni [21]
developed botnet intrusion detection model that analyzes
and correlates anomalous DDNS. Choi et al.’s [22] system
monitors group activities in DNS traffic.
A number of recent approaches utilize data-mining or
ML techniques have gained popularity. Model-free property
of ML algorithms seems to be suitable for rapidly changing environments and brings a few important advantages to
botnet intrusion detection tasks, such as model adaptability,
learnability, and flexibility [14]. Han and Cho [23] proposed
a novel intrusion-detection technique based on evolutionary
neural networks. The proposed technique discovers the structures and weights of the neural networks, simultaneously.
Strayer et al. [24] examined flow characteristics, such as
bandwidth, packet timing, and burst duration, for evidence of
Internet-relay-chat-based (IRC) C&C activities, and successfully distinguished IRC flow by eliminating traffics that are
likely to be normal IRC. Then, they classified the remaining traffic into groups that is likely to be a part of botnet.
Masud et al. [25] proposed a flow-based botnet detection
system, which does not impose any restriction on botnet communication protocol. Hence, it could be used for detecting nonIRC botnets. Saad et al. [26] proposed a P2P botnet detection
system using traffic analysis. The system considers both flowbased features and host-based features. They tested five different ML algorithms including nearest neighbor (NN), naive
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Bayesian, support vector machine (SVM), artificial neural networks, and Gaussian-based classifier. Their proposed method
utilized with a SVM achieved a detection rate of about 97%.
Rasheed and Alhajj [27] presented a time efficient suffix
tree-based algorithm to detect the periodicity of outlier patterns in a time series by giving more significance to less
frequent yet periodic patterns. Bilge et al. [28] also used
a ML-based method to classify wide-scale NetFlow traces as
normal or malicious. Their method uses the NetFlow traces
that are usually sampled over the observed traffic, which
might causes losses of information about fine pattern of malicious traffic. Among four different ML algorithms, namely,
SVM, C4.5, DT, and RandomForest (RF), RF obtained the
best ratio between DR and false positive rate. In the study
of Stevanovic and Pedersen [29], how much traffic, that is
needed to be observed per flow in order to capture the pattern of malicious traffic, is evaluated. Their proposed method
successfully detected botnet traffics using purely flow-based
traffic analysis. Most botnet IDSs reported in the literature are
payload-inspection-based that captures and analyzes header
and payload for every packet in network traffic, which is computationally demanding [30]. Moreover, such method could
be very inefficient when packets are encrypted. Traffic-based
botnet IDS examines the complete traffic between two hosts
during the botnet life time [14]. Thus, it is not preferable when
considering real-time botnet detection since hosts might run
and communicate for few seconds or days.
With the explosive growth of distributed and heterogeneous
network data, not only the accuracy, but also model efficiency
and scalability have become a matter of great interest among
cyber-security experts. Distributing workload among multiple
workstations/computing clusters are of great interest as well.
However, existing ML algorithms are not scalable and flexible
enough to deal with such massive amount of network data.
III. M ETHODOLOGIES
Our methodologies consist of four consecutive phases. First
phase involves collecting and generating botnet dataset that
represents real-world traffic, to evaluate the performances of
our proposed method. Second, to develop an efficient and scalable ML algorithm that can deal with the large-scale network
traffic and provide real-time detection within acceptable timemargin, selecting right features is of critical importance. In
this phase, we develop a novel feature selection technique that
eliminates redundant and irrelevant data and creates a subset
of relevant features. Third, in addition to above, we introduce
novel data reduction technique that can significantly reduce the
number of data samples used during learning process. Fourth,
meta-learning model of multiple randomized trees, which consider a randomly selected features subset with no pruning,
is constructed to detect botnet attacks. The predictive performance of the proposed methods are compared against those of
SMO algorithm for training a support vector classifier, multilayered perceptron DNN, C4.5 pruned DT, REPTree, and
RTree for accuracy, DR, false alarm rate, Mcc, F-measure,
which represents model stability and generalization ability,
time to build model, and TT.

TABLE I
F EATURES D ESCRIPTION

A. Data Collection: Botnet Benchmark-11Fs Dataset
Building a ML-based botnet IDS requires a dataset, where
the model can learn from. The dataset shall also represent real
networks traffic by having all the necessary features. In our
experiments, the selected models are evaluated on the wellreferenced ISOT benchmark dataset [26]. ISOT contains both
malicious P2P botnet and nonmalicious traffic. It has the traffics of two notorious P2P botnets from 2007 to 2009, namely
Waledac and Storm. ISOT dataset obtained its malicious traffic from the French Chapter of Honeynet Project [31]. The
nonmalicious traffic was collected jointly by the TrafficLab
at Ericsson Research in Hungary [32] and Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory (LBNL) in 2005. These two nonmalicious
datasets have a good number of everyday traffic from variety
of applications, including HTTP Web browsing, gaming, and
bit torrent clients, as well as traffic from mid-sized enterprises,
which is provided by LBNL.
To generate an experimental dataset that represents real
world traffic, these three datasets have been merged into single trace file by mapping the IP addresses of the infected
machines to two of the machines that provide background
traffic. TCPReplay tool that replays trace files on the network
interface device is then used to replay all the trace files in order
to homogenize the network behavior of the three datasets.
Finally, the replayed data is captured via Wireshark.
In this paper, we examine network traffic characteristics that
define network flow, a collection of network packets that are
exchanged between two IP addresses within time period T
using a pair of ports utilizing different layer 4 protocols [33].
The selection of the length of T is a tradeoff between accuracy
and speed that could influence the utility and usefulness of the
detection system. Our ultimate aim is to detect any intrusions
as quickly as possible while maintaining acceptable accuracy.
If the value of T is too small, we may fail to capture certain
attack characteristics that might be apparent over a long period
of time. In such case, the detection system will suffer from
high error rate. If the value of T is too large, the detection
system would not be able to detect attacks until the end of T,
and it eventually increases the detection time and prevents
real-time detection. We thus examine the flow characteristics
within a time interval T of 300 s, the optimal time interval suggested by Zhao et al. [14]. Table I shows the 11 features that
encode the flow characteristics within the given time interval.
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In order to include universal network independent features,
the source and destination port numbers are not included in
the experiments of this paper. That because the use of these
features became in efficient when data comes from different
network [34].
B. Randomized Data Partitioned Learning Model (RDPLM)
This section describes the building blocks of the proposed
RDPLM. The proposed model consists of three consecutive
steps as follows.
1) Step I (Modified Forward Selection Ranking): Selecting
right features of botnet is of critical importance as it could not
only reduce the computational cost but also improve the generalization capabilities of the detection system and give better
understanding of the problem [12]. Feature selection methods
can be widely categorized into two main categories, individual
evaluation (also known as feature ranking) and subset evaluation. Feature ranking methods assess features and assign
them weights according to their degrees of importance [35].
In contrast, subset evaluation methods select candidate feature
subset based on a certain search method. Feature selection
methods might be classified based on incorporating classification model in feature set selection process into filter
and wrapper methods [36]. Filter methods depend on training data characteristics to select features with independence
of the classification model, whereas, wrapper methods optimize classifier as a part of the feature subsets evaluation and
selection processes.
In Step I, a modified forward selection ranking technique
is used to eliminate redundant and irrelevant features, which
might contain false correlations that obstruct the learning process of the classifiers [37], [38]. As depicted in Fig. 1, we
first rank the features/attributes based on their utility and significance on detecting a class type. Information gain ratio
with respect to the class is used to evaluate the utility of
each feature/attribute in the features/attributes subsets. This
is given by
 

  

IR C, Aj = H(C) − H C|Aj H Aj
where C is the class, and Aj is the jth attribute. Here, H(·) is
the entropy function given by

H(·) = −
Pi (·)log2 [Pi (·)]
i

where, P(·) is the probability operator and i is the number
of classes in a given dataset. Second, features are sorted in
descending order based on its utility in feature set S1 . The
first feature with the highest rank form a new feature subset
S2 from feature set S1 . Then, similarly to forward selection
ranking [38], the algorithm adds new feature from S1 to S2 and
calculates the performances (detection accuracy and training
time/time-to-build model) of the classifier when feature set
S2 is used. Performance measure ω, which captures the time
complexity and detection accuracy of a classifier, is calculated
as follows:


ω(Si ) = TBMSi × 100 − AccSi

Fig. 1. Feature selection pseudo code. IR(C, Aj ) denotes the information
gain ratio of attribute j. ω(Si ) = TBMSi × (100 − AccSi ), where AccSi and
TBMSi are the detection accuracy and training time of classifier, respectively,
when feature set Si is used.

where, TBMSi and AccSi denote time to build model and detection accuracy of a classifier when feature set Si is used. We aim
to minimize ω, where feature set Si is said to have better performance than feature set Sj if ω(Si ) < ω(Sj ). The feature that
reduces ω is kept in S2 ; otherwise, it is discarded. The algorithm proceeds till all features in S1 are tested. The resultant
features set S2 includes the selected features set. Fig. 1 shows
the pseudo code of Step I.
2) Step II (Simplified Subspacing): To deal with the largescale botnet dataset in an efficient manner, a data reduction
technique that utilizes Voronoi-based data partitioning and
clustering techniques is proposed.
Several instance reduction methods have been reported
in literature. Some of which rely on selecting what socalled border instances to be the newly reduced dataset.
An instance is called a border instance of some class A,
if this instance is the nearest neighbor of an instance that
belongs to another class, that is not in A. Examples of
such algorithms are patterns by ordered projections [39] and
pairwise opposite class-NN (POC-NN) [40]. Some other methods rely on clustering, in which the dataset is split into n
clusters, and the centroids of the clusters are selected to
represent the newly reduced dataset [41]–[43]. For instance,
in [42], the generalized-modified Chang algorithm merges the
clusters that contain similar classes and then fetches their
centroids. Although the previously mentioned methods do
not assume any subsequent classifier model to be used, they
still assume the existence of fully labeled datasets. In other
words, they utilize the knowledge of the labels for the reduction. However, in botnet detection domain, the generation,
collection, and labeling of the datasets are both very costly
and time-consuming. Therefore, for future research convenience, we do not constrain our reduction technique to fully
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Fig. 2. Stepwise procedure of Step II. SRS is performed based on the
specified sampling percentage. Voronoi and K-means algorithms are applied
to reduce the dataset size. Then, Step III uses the newly reduced dataset for
classification.

labeled datasets. In what follows, we introduce simplified
subspacing data reduction algorithm based on simple Voronoi
data partitioning and clustering techniques.
Given a dataset X ∈ RN×D , with N instances and D features,
we would like to reduce the dataset to obtain C ∈ Rn×D , which
has n  N instances. Our proposed data reduction algorithm
consists of two main stages. In the first stage, a Voronoipartitioning technique clusters the whole input vector space
into smaller Voronoi regions based on some randomly selected
representative samples. Our motivation beyond this stage is
to reduce the complexity of the next stage. We assume that
in large scale data, very far away points should not have
a big influence on each other. In addition, this stage would
allow for parallel computing techniques. In the second stage,
we utilize the K-means algorithm to fetch the centroids of
each Voronoi region to represent all original input vectors.
The collection of all centroids constitutes the newly reduced
dataset, C. Thereby, the time to build the subsequent classifier models could be reduced significantly [44]–[46]. In
addition, combining with a parametric partitioning model
introduces semi-parametric properties to the pure nonparametric learning model so that the final model could be more
stable and robust. Fig. 2 illustrates the stepwise procedure
of Step II.
In the first stage of the algorithm, simple random sampling (SRS) is performed on the original dataset to select n
representative samples out of a total of N samples. SRS selects
n equiprobable random samples from the original dataset with
replacement following a binomial distribution [47].
Next, we partition the dataset space into n Voronoi regions,
based on the selected representative samples. In the case
of semi-labeled datasets, the selected representative set in
the first stage is assumed to be labeled. There exist many
efficient implementation algorithms for the construction of
the Voronoi diagram (VD). Out of which, the divide-andconquer and fortune’s line sweep algorithms are most efficient.
According to [48, Ths. 3.3 and 3.4], the divide-and-conquer
and Fortune’s line sweep constructs a VD of N points within
time of O(Nlog N) and linear space, in the worst case, where
both bounds are optimal [48].
Let the representative subset, S = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pn } ∈ RD ,
be used to partition the dataset space into n Voronoi regions,
where D denotes the dimensionality of the input vectors, and
(n/N) is the sampling percentage, then the Voronoi region

Fig. 3.

Voronoi regions.

Fig. 4.

Step II pseudo code.

centered by a representative instance pi , is defined by




Vor(pi ) = X ∈ RD  x − pi  ≤ x − pj  ∀j ∈ S
where · represents the L2 norm operator.
In the second stage, we overlay the entire (original) dataset
into the constructed Voronoi regions. Then, the centroid of
each Voronoi region is fetched using the K-means algorithm.
The label of the centroids followed the labels of the selected
representative subset. Thereby, the data size is reduced to the
previously specified sampling percentage (n/N). As an illustrative example, we perform the instance reduction algorithm
on some uniformly random 2-D dataset. Fig. 3 illustrates the
two-stage reduction algorithm, where we firstly select random representative subset and construct a VD. Then, for each
Voronoi region, we perform K-means clustering. Fig. 4. depicts
the pseudo code of Step II.
3) Step III (Multiple Randomized Trees): Due to the heterogeneity observed in ISOT dataset, different data types from
different resources (e.g., HTTP browsing and gaming), using
a single classifier is not a wise choice. We thus construct
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Fig. 5. General architecture of Step III ensemble. The collection of trees
{h(x, θ k), k = 1, 2, . . . , n}, where the θ k are independently, identically distributed RTrees, and each tree casts “a unit vote” for the final classification
of input x.

ensemble model that combines a number of methods and
procedures to exploit network traffic characteristics effectively.
Typical to RF, Step III utilizes that if we take a large collection of weak learners, each performing only better than chance,
then by putting them together, it is possible to make an ensemble learner that can perform arbitrarily well. However, base
classifiers of ensemble model should be built on nonidentical
training datasets in order to reduce variance error and provide
diversity among them. Randomness is introduced by bootstrap
resampling to grow each tree in the ensemble learner, and also
by finding the best splitter at each node within a randomly
selected subset of inputs. Step III grows many DTs [49] as in
Fig. 5. To classify a new input vector x, put the input vector down each of the DTs in the ensemble classifier. Each
DT is trained on a bootstrap sample of the training data [50].
The DTs are used in this step and the entropy was used to
rank attributes in terms of the reduction in the uncertainty of
the class label. The algorithm finds the attribute which has
the highest information gain, which represents the expected
reduction of entropy by partitioning examples based on certain attribute, and places it on the root node of the tree. Then,
creates the branches which represent the possible values of
parent node.
Step III performs a kind of cross-validation by using outof-bag (OOB) data. Since each tree in the ensemble grows on
a bootstrap sample of the data, the sequences left out of the
bootstrap sample, the OOB data, can be used as legitimate test
set for that tree. On average 1/3 of the training data will be
OOB for a given tree. Consequently, each data in the training
dataset will be left out of 1/3 of the trees in the ensemble,
and use these OOB predictions to estimate the error rate of
the full ensemble.
Like classification and regression tree [51], Step III uses
the gini impurity for determining the final class in each
DT. The gini impurity of node impurity is the measure most
commonly chosen for classification-type problems. If a dataset
T contains examples from n classes, gini impurity G(T) is
defined as
n

 2
Pj
Gsplit (T) = 1 −
j=1

Fig. 6.

Flowchart of Step III ensemble.

where Pj is the relative frequency of class j in T. If a data set
T is split into two subsets T1 and T2 with sizes N1 and N2,
respectively, the gini impurity of the split data contains
examples from n classes, the Gsplit (T) is defined as
N1
N2
G(T1 ) +
G(T2 )
N
N
the attribute value that provides the smallest Gsplit (T) is chosen
to split the node.
Fig. 6 illustrates the flowchart of the Step III ensemble.
First, a random collection of samples from the training dataset
is selected while maintaining the class distribution. Second,
with this selected dataset, a random set of attributes from the
original dataset is chosen based on user defined values. All
the input variables are not considered because of enormous
computation and high chances of overfitting. In a dataset where
M is the total number of input attributes in the dataset, only
R attributes are chosen at random for each tree where R =
log2 (M) + 1, R < M. Third, the attributes from this set create
the best possible split to develop a DT model. The process
repeats for each of the branches until the termination condition
stating that leaves are the nodes that are too small to split or
only have data of the same class. Step III builds randomized
tree in each iteration of bagging algorithm, and often produces
excellent classifier. Each tree votes for class type and the final
decision is the majority votes of all trees.
Gsplit (T) =

IV. IDS E VALUATION AND A NALYSIS
The most common and well-accepted statistical methods to
evaluate the performance of a classifier are resubstuituation,
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TABLE II
F EATURE S ETS

cross-validation, and bootstrapping. In this paper, we use
cross-validation to assess the detective performance of the proposed model. In our evaluation, the original dataset is divided
into ten random subsets where nine subsets are used for training and the other one subset is used for testing. This process
is repeated, recursively, until all subsets are tested. The classification errors of every subset is accumulated then the mean
absolute error is computed. This method gives us better understanding of how our proposed method performs in real time
situations.
Different measures are used to evaluate the performance
of each classifier, namely, classification accuracy (Acc), DR
(also known as, sensitivity), false alarm rate (FAR), Mcc,
standard deviation of F-measure (σ ), time has been taken to
build model (TBM) and (TT). Acc reveals classifier’s ability to correctly classify normal and botnet traffic; DR is the
number of intrusion traffic detected by the model divided by
the total number of intrusions in the test set; FAR refers
to the percentage of normal traffic classified as intrusion;
and Mcc is a correlation coefficient between the observed
and detected binary classification that has a value between
−1 and +1, a coefficient of +1 represents a perfect detection,
0 means no better than random detection and −1 indicates
total disagreement between detection and observation. A high
value of Mcc means more robust detection model. σ provides a good idea about model’s generalization ability, and
stability. We aim for a high Acc, DR, and Mcc, and low σ ,
TBM, FAR, and TT. The above measures can be defined
as follows:
TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN
TP
DR =
TP + FN
FP
FAR =
TN + FP
TP × TN − FP × FN
Mcc = √
(TP + FP)(TP + FN)(TN + FP)(TN + FN)
Acc =

where true-positive (TP) is the number of correctly classified
intrusions, true-negative (TN) is the number of correctly classified normal traffic, FN is the number of incorrectly classified
intrusions as normal traffic, and false-positive (FP) is the number of incorrectly classified normal traffic as intrusions. Our
dataset contains network flow attributes that describe flow
information within a 300 s window. For each flow, there
is at least one packet that was exchanged. We generated
689 205 instances, where 7394 are malicious and 681 811 are
nonmalicious instances.

TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE OF RDPLM-S III ON 11F S

TABLE IV
M ODELS P ERFORMANCES ON CFS F EATURE S ET

To show the effectiveness of the proposed methods, their
performance is compared with those of other well-known
ML algorithms on feature set derived through methods
reported in literature like CFS [52], which is used in [12],
WrapperSubsetEval [53], and Step I. Table II shows feature sets that are produced by the different feature selection
methods.
Table III shows the performances of each algorithm on the
Botnet benchmark-11Fs dataset. Experiment results show that
RDPLM-S III (Step III) outperforms other ML algorithms
used in the paper. RDPLM-S III has achieved the highest Acc
(99.9845), DR (0.9942), and Mcc (0.9927), which are better
than those of SMO, DNN, C4.5, REPTree, and RTree, with
very low FAR (0.00009). C4.5 achieved the highest stability
and generalization capacity σ (0.0020).
Table IV shows models performances on feature set that is
produced by CFS feature selection method. C4.5 achieved the
highest Acc, DR, and Mcc, while Step III obtained the highest
generalization and stability denoted by σ . It is noticeable that,
generally, models performances in term of Acc, DR, FAR,
and Mcc degrade when these models are build on feature set
produced by CFS method. As expected, models’ TBM and
TT reduced when less number of features is used to build
classifier.
Table V shows models performances when models are
built on feature set that is generated by wrapper method. As
expected, C4.5 has achieved the best performances in terms of
Acc (99.9842), DR (0.9977), and Mcc (0.9926), that because
wrapper method optimized C4.5 classifier in the feature subset evaluation and selection process. Although, feature set, that
is produced by wrapper method, enhanced the performances
of C4.5 classifier and achieved better detection accuracy than
using the full feature set, it does not enhance the performances
of other models, which means that the selected features are not
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Fig. 7. Models performance comparisons. (a) Accuracy of SMO, DNN, C4.5, REPTree, RTree, and RDPLM. (b) Time to build model of SMO, DNN, C4.5,
REPTree, RTree, and RDPLM. (c) F-Measure of SMO, DNN, C4.5, REPTree, RTree, and RDPLM. (d) False Alarm Rate of SMO, DNN, C4.5, REPTree,
RTree, and RDPLM.
TABLE V
M ODELS P ERFORMANCE ON W RAPPER F EATURE S ET

TABLE VI
M ODELS P ERFORMANCES ON RDPLM-SI F EATURE S ET

TABLE VII
P ERFORMANCE OF RDPLM-S II AND III E NSEMBLE

the optimum ones. Step III and RTree obtained the lowest false
alarm rate.
Table VI shows models performances on Step I feature set,
Step III outperforms other models in terms of Acc (99.9842),
DR (0.9936), FAR (0.00009), and Mcc (0.9926). It is noteworthy that feature set that is selected through Step I improves
the detection accuracy of C4.5, REPTree, RTree, maintains the
detection accuracy of SMO, and slightly effects the detection
accuracy of DNN. In term of DR, Step I feature set maintains
the performance of SMO, and enhances C4.5 and RTree and
slightly effects DNN and Step III. In term of FAR Step I does
not effect SMO, C4.5, and Step III, while it enhances DNN
and REPTree and slightly increases RTree’s FAR.
As seen in Table VI, our feature selection algorithm
described in Step I enhances the performance of Step III
by reducing its TBM, the time complexity of the model.
Noticeably, unlike CFS and Wrapper feature sets, the selected
features through Step I enhanced the performance of most of
the other models. The best performances were achieved by
Step III except in model stability and TBM, where C4.5 and

RTree excelled, respectively. Step III effectively reduced its
TBM from 36.93 s to 21.38 s, which means fast model update.
Moreover, the throughput of Step III increases since its TT is
reduced from 0.104 s to 0.092 s. This makes the proposed
model, RDPLM, a good candidate especially for large-scale
botnet detection tasks. All in all, the novel features selection
technique of Step I used along with Step III could lead to
the best detective performance by achieving Acc = 99.9842,
DR = 0.9936, FAR = 0.00009, and Mcc = 0.9926.
We can notice from Table VII that the Acc of Step III is
improving as a lower reduction rate is used. Acc and TBM
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of Step III were 99.9648 and 12.8544 s, respectively, when
the volume of the original dataset has been reduced to 50%
using Step II. However, the Acc and TBM reach 99.9798 and
26.0828 s when the volume of the data has been reduced to
90%. When the volume of the data is reduced to 70% and 80%,
no significant improvement has been observed in terms of Acc,
FAR, and Mcc. However, system stability and generalization
capabilities improved. We can notice from Table VII that the
proposed model, RDPLM, obtained better performances than
DNN and SMO even when the dataset is reduced by 50%.
Moreover, its TT is less than other models TT, which means
fast classification and high system throughput. That makes it
a preferred model to provide real time detection.
Fig. 7(a) depicts the performance of different models in term
of Acc. As shown, RDPLM outperforms other models in term
of Acc. As in Fig. 7(b), RDPLM-S III TBM is much lower
than DNN model. Fig. 7(c) shows that RDPLM-S III shows
a stable performance on different folds, while DNN and SMO
accuracy noticeably varies on different folds. Fig. 7(d) shows
models FAR. RDPLM-S III achieved the lowest FAR than all
other models.
V. C ONCLUSION
The concept of IDS has provided us an opportunity to
enhance existing network security by detecting, identifying
and tracking the attackers. ML algorithms are used in many
existing IDSs. However, due to its inherent nature, model
complexity and computational requirements could grow exponentially when dealing with large datasets. In this paper, we
presented three steps to construct efficient botnet IDS for largescale networks. To eliminate redundant features and reduce the
volume of dataset, we use a novel feature ranking and Voronoiclustering-based data partitioning techniques. In addition, we
use network flow characteristics to detect botnet intrusions
regardless of packet payload content, which make it immune
to packet encryption. Experimental results show that the proposed methods not only achieved very high detection accuracy
(99.984%) but also successfully reduced the model computational cost. This can be seen as a significant contribution as
it could prevent the potential data processing delays, a critical requirement of ML-based intrusion detection model when
dealing with large-scale networks. As the number of objects
connected to networks increases, the security systems face
a critical challenge due to the global connectivity and accessibility of Internet of things (IoT). Unlike business computers,
which for decades have been sheltered behind corporate firewalls and IDSs, the products now being linked to the Internet
are frequently on their own. IoT devices in general have limited computing power and memory. In our future work, we
aim to achieve an order of magnitude reduction to the usage of
memories during the implementation of IoT devices by using
large-scale online-learning techniques. Locally, in online learning model, the memory needed to store the function remains
constant even with added datapoints, since the solution computed at one step is updated when a new datapoint becomes
available, after which that datapoint can then be discarded.
Thus, the solution takes less time to compute with the addition

of a new datapoint, as compared to batch learning techniques.
Globally, a new large-scale (distributed) learning scheme allocates the computation of learning and data processing among
several computing devices. We believe it is a natural way
of scaling up learning algorithms to distribute the analytic
computations and solve their large and complex problems.
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